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FADE IN:

1 EXT. PLANET - ORBIT 1

A RECTANGULAR MONSTROSITY of metal ORBITS an enormous RED

PLANET.

A series of bright FLASHES are seen on the surface.

2 EXT. PLANET - DAY 2

A STORM is brewing in the atmosphere.

Lighting EXPLODES followed by bone crunching THUNDER.

A giant DOOR is being protected by human-looking soldiers

called the ORLEAIR.

The Orleair are wearing gray JUMPSUITS, black BOOTS and

HELMETS with dark VISORS. Flash Gordon looking GUNS hang at

their side.

One of the Orleair removes its helmet revealing a

green-eyed, freckled, curly REDHEADED WOMAN (40s).

The REDHEADED WOMAN (40s) takes raises her GUN and shoots

all the soldiers with deadly DART PROJECTILES.

The soldiers fall to the ground.

The Redheaded Woman kicks open the door and enters.

3 INT. CHAMBER ROOM - DAY 3

Stairs lead up to a platform inside a vast chamber.

The Redheaded Woman stops at the stairs.

She looks at a WRISTBAND she is wearing.

CLOSE ON:

The wristband has many small BUTTONS and a VIEW SCREEN with

FOREIGN TEXT counting down.

REDHEADED WOMAN

(yelling)

Rojtal, we have the room!

ROJTAL SAND (30s), also wearing an Orleair uniform, runs

into the chamber carrying a large BOX with a JEWELED HANDLE.

He holds up the box.

(CONTINUED)
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ROJTAL

(jokingly)

Are you forgetting something?

The Redheaded Woman turns around.

REDHEADED WOMAN

(smiles)

I knew you had my back.

Rojtal takes off his helmet. He has short brown hair and

bright green eyes.

WOMAN

Were you followed?

Rojtal gives the Redheaded Woman an "are you serious look".

ROJTAL

Of course not.

The Redheaded Woman opens the box.

CLOSE ON:

The Redheaded Woman as she removes a BLUE ROCK.

She looks up.

REDHEADED WOMAN

You were followed.

ROJTAL

No, I wasn’t.

The Redheaded Woman motions with her head for Rojtal to turn

around.

A group of Orleair soldiers with their guns drawn stand in

front of them.

ROJTAL

This is not my day.

The soldiers make room for the one leading them named CYTOB

MUSAN.

Cytob carries his helmet under his arm and looks identical

to the soldiers except his jumpsuit is silver. His face is

artificial looking almost like a department store mannequin.

(CONTINUED)
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CYTOB

Just where do you think you are

going?

The Redheaded Woman’s wristband emits a loud BEEP.

She glances at it and holds up the blue rock.

The rock glows a sparkly bright blue.

CLOSE ON:

A shimmering PROJECTION of a star filled SKY behind the

Redheaded Woman. The image looks as if it is being cast on a

waterfall.

The Redheaded Woman looks at Rojtal.

Rojtal nods and begins shooting his projectile weapon.

Several soldiers are hit with DARTS and fall to the ground.

Rojtal is immediately taken by the soldiers.

The soldiers shoot darts at the Redheaded Woman.

The Redheaded Woman dodges and weaves avoiding the

projectiles and runs to the tops of the stairs.

The Orleair commander screams in a heavy accent.

CYTOB

WAIT!

The Redheaded Woman holds the blue rock towards the

projection.

CYTOB

Think about what you’re doing.

REDHEADED WOMAN

I have.

CYTOB

We will find you.

REDHEADED WOMAN

I’ll be waiting.

The Redheaded Woman jumps into the projection and it

disappears.

DARTS bounce off the stone wall.
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4 EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD - EVENING 4

March 5th, 1987

CHRISTOPHER BULLOCK (20s), Assistant Football Coach and

Science teacher, inspects the Havensburg High School

football field.

The ground shakes and there is an explosion.

The explosion knocks Mr. Bullock down.

After a few moments, he picks himself up.

CLOSE ON:

A gigantic hole in the middle of the football field.

MR. BULLOCK

What the hell?

Mr. Bullock walks to the hole and finds a BLUE ROCK laying

at the edge.

He picks it up.

Behind Mr. Bullock, the Redheaded Woman runs off and hides

in the shadows under the bleachers.

5 EXT. BLEACHERS - EVENING 5

The Redheaded Woman breaths hard and checks her body for

damage.

She watches Mr. Bullock walk away with the blue rock.

6 EXT. PARKING LOT - NIGHT 6

March 5th, 2017

It is late Sunday night. The sky is clear and the stars are

out.

A silver late model DODGE VAN, with a sword & sorcery

painting of a BARBARIAN and his LADY standing atop a small

mound of SKULLS, parks in the Havensburg High School faculty

school parking lot.
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7 INT. DODGE VAN - NIGHT 7

Inside the van, four members of the Havensburg High School

varsity football team, MICHAEL (17), TIMOTHY (18), SAMUEL

(17) and the team captain PHILLIP (18), sit getting high

from a BONG being passed around.

PHILLIP

I still can’t believe we got

suspended. We didn’t do anything. I

know it was that dumb ass Braden.

What kind of fucked up name is

that?

Timothy cracks the passenger window a little bit.

TIMOTHY

It’s Irish. He’s from Ireland.

PHILLIP

(mocking Timothy)

It’s Irish. Shit. I don’t care.

I’ll kick his arse if I see him.

Phillip turns and looks at Michael and Samuel. He reaches

back for the bong.

PHILLIP

Hey! Arseholes! You two love birds

quit making out and don’t hog the

smoke!

SAMUEL

Ha ha.

MICHAEL

So are we really doing this?

PHILLIP

Hell yeah! I know for a fact the

door leading to the pool doesn’t

close all the way.

SAMUEL

Do you think two bottles of dye

will do it?

PHILLIP

Oh yeah. It’ll turn the pool blood

red.

Suddenly a BRIGHT LIGHT from behind the school fills the

night sky and the ground SHAKES.

(CONTINUED)
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All four boys jump up to look out the windows.

TIMOTHY

What the hell was that?

PHILLIP

A goddamn explosion!

SAMUEL

Aliens!

MICHAEL

You’ve smoked too much.

SAMUEL

(smirks)

Maybe I haven’t smoked enough.

TIMOTHY

Looks like it was at the football

field.

MICHAEL

You think it was a meteorite?

SAMUEL

What makes you say that?

MICHAEL

One landed in the field before.

PHILLIP

(smiling)

Let’s go find out. We’ll walk into

school tomorrow like we’re the

shit.

The boys jump out of the van, WHOOPING and HOLLERING, smoke

escaping into the air.

Phillip looks at Samuel.

PHILLIP (CONT’D)

Hey, dip shit. Don’t forget the

dye.

Samuel grabs the bottle and takes off running.
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8 EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD - NIGHT 8

A red glow can be seen from inside a crater in the middle of

the football field.

All four of the football players slowly approach the crater.

SAMUEL

I told you guys it was aliens. This

is really freaking me out!

PHILLIP

Don’t be an idiot. You’re high as

shit right now. It has to be

another meteorite.

TIMOTHY

Says the guy with lots of meteorite

experience.

PHILLIP

Screw you.

MICHAEL

Well, I’ll be the first to admit.

I’m scared. Like really scared.

I’ve seen way too many cheesy

movies to know this is not going to

turn out well.

Phillip walks over to a chain link fence surrounding the

field and grabs a RAKE leaning against it.

PHILLIP

All you pussies can stand right

here. I’m going to grab that rock

and get famous.

Phillip walks to the edge of the crater with the rake.

Timothy and Samuel follow a little bit behind him.

Michael doesn’t move.

MICHAEL

(nervous)

Really dude? This isn’t a good

idea.

The three boy’s faces reflect the red glow coming from the

crater.

Suddenly, all three instantly turn and look at each other

and scream.

(CONTINUED)
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Phillip is the first to make a move. He throws the rake into

the hole and tries to run, but a giant gray TENTACLE reaches

out and pulls him in.

More tentacles come up and grab Timothy.

Samuel throws the bottle of red dye into the hole. A

tentacle wraps around his ankles. He SCREAMS and CLAWS at

the earth.

Phillip briefly appears at the edge of the hole. RED DYE is

all over him. Another tentacle wraps around his face.

Michael stumbles backward and runs.

9 EXT. SHOP ROOM GARAGE DOOR - NIGHT 9

Michael stops outside the shop room garage door.

The creature is right behind Michael.

MICHAEL

What are you?

A tentacle strokes his face.

MICHAEL

Please let me go. Please!

The creature picks Michael up and HURLS him against the

garage door

Michael’s body creates a huge dent in the aluminum door and

falls to the ground.

The creature envelopes Michael.

Muffled cries turn into blood-curdling screams.

10 INT. KITCHEN - MORNING 10

The Redheaded Woman walks into a kitchen and pours COFFEE

from the COFFEE MAKER into a TRAVEL MUG.

He hair is tied up and she is wearing white pants and a

matching shirt. Basically, a uniform.

She opens the kitchen door and lets a CAT inside.

She put down some CAT FOOD and scratches the cat’s head.

On the table is a large BOWL filled with bright red APPLES.

The Redheaded Woman chooses an apple and takes a huge bite.
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With travel mug in hand, she picks up a set of KEYS and

walks out of the kitchen.

11 EXT. HOUSE - MORNING 11

The Redheaded Woman locks the front door and walks over to

a 1973 CHEVROLET CAPRICE STATION WAGON with fake WOOD

PANELING.

She puts the half eaten apple on the roof while holding the

travel mug in the other hand and opens the car door.

A neighbor from the house next door picks up his paper from

the driveway and waves at the woman.

NEIGHBOR

Good morning! It looks like it’s

going to be a fantastic day!

The Redheaded Woman stares at her neighbor and gets into the

car.

She drives aways with the apple still on the roof.

12 INT. BEDROOM - MORNING 12

Knocking at the bedroom door.

MRS. VAUGHN

Braden. Time to wake up! It’s 7

o’clock.

Irish exchange student BRADEN GARRETT (16) rolls over in bed

and covers his head with the sheets.

BRADEN

Go away!

Mrs. Vaughn opens the bedroom door.

ROSS the GOLDEN RETRIEVER walk into the room and begins to

nudging Braden.

BRADEN

Go away, Ross!

MRS. VAUGHN

Braden. If you want to talk to your

mother before going to school, I

suggest you get up now. I have

breakfast ready too.

Braden flings back the bed sheet and gets up.
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13 INT. VAUGHN KITCHEN - MORNING 13

Braden trudges into the kitchen wearing a wrinkled band

t-shirt and uncombed hair.

Mrs. Vaughn hands Braden the receiver to a LANDLINE PHONE

which is connected by a long CURLY CORD.

The cord TWISTS and TANGLES up.

BRADEN

You know there is such a thing

called a cell phone.

MRS. VAUGHN

Not as reliable as my landline.

Braden sits at the kitchen table with the phone and eats a

piece of bacon.

BRADEN

Mom?

BRADEN’S MOM (V.O.)

You be nice to Carolyn. Do you hear

me?

BRADEN

Yes.

14 EXT. OUTDOOR RESTAURANT - DAY 14

Braden’s mother sits at an outdoor table.

A waiter is pouring water into a glass.

BRADEN’S MOM

You should be eating breakfast by

now. I’m going to enjoy a lovely

lunch at the bistro around the

corner.

15 INT. VAUGHN KITCHEN - MORNING 15

BRADEN

Good for you. Tell Chuck I said

hey.
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16 EXT. OUTDOOR RESTAURANT - DAY 16

Braden’s mom looks across the table.

BRADEN’S MOM

Braden said hey.

CHUCK (50s) puts down the paper he is reading and smiles.

Braden’s mom makes a seemingly exaggerated approval

expression.

17 INT. VAUGHN KITCHEN - MORNING 17

Braden watches Mrs. Vaughn walk out of the kitchen.

BRADEN

Mom. I want to come home.

18 INTERCUT - PHONE CONVERSATION 18

BRADEN’S MOM

Don’t be silly darling. You have

always wanted to go school in

America. It wasn’t easy getting you

into the Foster Family Program.

BRADEN

Things are not working out.

BRADEN’S MOM

Are you referring to that silly

incident with those bullies?

BRADEN

It wasn’t silly.

BRADEN’S MOM

Everything will work itself out.

Keep those grades up and listen to

Mrs. Vaughn.

19 EXT. OUTDOOR RESTAURANT 19

The waiter finishes pouring water into Chuck’s glass and

then takes out his writing pad.

BRADEN’S MOM

Oh, sweetheart. The waiter is ready

to take our order. Anything else we

need to talk about?
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20 INT. VAUGHN KITCHEN - MORNING 20

Braden picks up another piece of bacon.

BRADEN

No. Enjoy your lunch. Love you.

21 EXT. OUTDOOR RESTAURANT - DAY 21

Braden’s mom takes a sip of water.

BRADEN’S MOM

Have a great day in school dear.

Tootles.

22 INT. VAUGHN KITCHEN - MORNING 22

Braden eats his bacon and hangs up the phone.

Mrs. Vaughhn walks back into the kitchen.

MRS. VAUGHN

Everything okay with your mother?

BRADEN

Just peaches.

23 INT. 1987 RED NISSAN SENTRA 23

JAMES BRADY (15) catches a ride to school with his brother

MILTON BRADY (19) and Steve’s friend MARK WINSTON (19).

Milton is driving a MANUAL.

James sits in the backseat among empty BURGER BOXES and PORN

MAGS.

Milton has FOGHAT playing FOOL FOR THE CITY very loud.

He slows down and stops at a RED LIGHT.

Mark sees a young WOMAN (18) walks across the street and

hangs out the window.

MARK

Betty baby! You are looking good

this morning. Come on and jump in

the car with us.

CLOSE ON:

A smiling Betty as she waves while walking away.

Mark slaps the outside the car a few times.

(CONTINUED)
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MARK

Wooo! She is hot.

Light turns GREEN and Steve put the car into gear.

Milton laughs in agreement.

Milton looks in the REARVIEW MIRROR at James.

MILTON

Any interesting girls or women at

school this year?

JAMES

Some.

MARK

What did he say?

MILTON

(yelling)

He said some!

MARK

Right on.

24 EXT. CONVENIENCE STORE - MORNING 24

The Nissan pulls into a convenience store parking lot.

25 INT. 1987 RED NISSAN SENTRA 25

Milton turns around to talk to James.

MILTON

Hey, butt wipe. Let me borrow a

$10.

JAMES

Oh, come on.

MILTON

Who still gives you a ride to

school when it’s basically just a

couple of blocks away from the

house?

Milton stares at James until James gives in.

JAMES

Fine.

James reaches for his WALLET and gives his brother ten

dollars.
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Everyone gets out of the car and heads into the store.

26 INT. CONVENIENCE STORE - MORNING 26

A BEARDED MAN (49) watches behind the checkout counter.

Milton and Mark look for SODAS.

James sees REBECCA JONES (15) at the checkout counter.

He immediately steps over into the candy isle,

REBECCA (O.S.)

Don’t you wish they still made

$100,000 Dollar Bars?

James turns and is surprised by Rebecca.

JAMES

Oh, hey. They actually do. It’s

called the 100 Grand Bar now, but

you can hardly find them.

REBECCA

What did you think about that math

homework?

JAMES

I did not understand it.

REBECCA

I can help you anytime.

Milton’s voice is heard. He is standing at the counter with

a six-pack of BEER.

MILTON

What do you mean it’s too early to

buy alcohol? Come on!

BEARDED MAN

It’s too early for you. Plus, you

don’t want me looking at that fake

ID of yours now do you?

REBECCA

Is that your brother?

JAMES

Yes.

Milton and Mark walk past James and Rebecca.

(CONTINUED)
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MILTON

Hey. If you want a ride come on.

Otherwise, you can walk.

James looks at Rebecca.

JAMES

I’ll walk the rest of way.

MILTON

Suit yourself. Tell mom I got work

tonight and won’t be home for

supper.

Mark gives James a THUMBS UP before heading out the store.

JAMES

Can I walk to school with you?

REBECCA

Of course.

27 EXT. CONVENIENCE STORE - MORNING 27

The 1973 Chevrolet station wagon pulls up into a front

parking space.

The Redheaded Woman gets out of the car and walks inside.

James and Rebecca walk past her.

28 INT. CONVENIENCE STORE - MORNING 28

The BEARDED MAN (49) is marking days off a wall CALENDAR

stopping on the current day of Monday, March 6th, 2017.

He smiles when he sees the Redheaded Woman walk in, but

doesn’t say anything to her.

The Redheaded Woman walks over to the DRINK SECTION and

picks out a large ENERGY DRINK.

She brings the water to the counter and looks behind the

Bearded Man at the CIGARETTES.

BEARDED MAN

Anything else?

REDHEADED WOMAN

(sighing)

No.

(CONTINUED)
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BEARDED MAN

Weatherman says the weekend is

going to be gorgeous.

The Redheaded Woman hands a FIVE DOLLAR BILL to the Bearded

Man.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Tomorrow is just another day.

The Redheaded Woman walks out with her drink.

29 EXT. HIGH SCHOOL - MONDAY MORNING 29

A seemingly normal morning at Havensburg High School.

Students are being dropped off, some are hanging outside

talking with each other.

Two ROTC students are raising the flag.

Teachers are walking from the parking lot drinking coffee

and carrying papers.

Some students walk into the cafeteria.

Phillip’s Dodge van is still sitting in the parking lot.

30 EXT. FACULTY PARKING LOT - MORNING 30

Principle WILLIAM JONES (50) stands beside his car and talks

on a CELL PHONE Havensburg High School faculty parking lot.

PRINCIPAL JONES

Yes. I’m just wondering when the

insurance is going to be approved

for the repair of our football

field.

Principle Jones locks his car and starts walking to the

school.

PRINCIPAL JONES (CONT’D)

What do you mean you dropped our

coverage?

Principle Jones and notices Phillip’s Dodge and shakes his

head.

The Redheaded Woman drives up in her station wagon and

parks.
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31 INT. 1973 STATION WAGON - MORNING 31

The Redheaded Woman reaches over to the passenger seat and

picks up a HAIRNET.

She looks in the rear view mirror and puts on the hairnet.

After a few moments, she leaves the car.

32 EXT. FACULTY PARKING LOT - MORNING 32

Principle Jones watches the Redheaded Woman get out of her

car.

He is still talking on his phone.

PRINCIPAL JONES

Can you hold on for a second?

Principle Jones motions to the Redheaded Woman.

PRINCIPAL JONES (CONT’D)

Excuse me. You can’t park here.

Cafeteria faculty should park in

the back.

The Redheaded Woman stops momentarily and gives Principle

Jones an "eat shit and die" look and keeps walking.

PRINCIPAL JONES (CONT’D)

Okay. Well, don’t park here

tomorrow. Park in the back!

The Redheaded Woman doesn’t turn around and walks into the

school.

33 INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - MORNING 33

Students sit at tables in the cafeteria eating

or finishing up homework.

There are several cafeteria workers, but we focus on the

REDHEADED WOMAN (40S) wearing an APRON and PLASTIC GLOVES.

She is serving breakfast to a 10th-grade student, WILLIAM

(15).

WILLIAM

Looking good this morning Ms.?

Yeah... I don’t know your name.

(CONTINUED)
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REDHEADED WOMAN

(no emotion)

Hmmm.

William laughs nervously.

WILLIAM

Um. Okay. I’ll just have some of

that.

William points to the GRITS.

She PLOPS a full scoop into a PLASTIC BOWL and hands it to

him.

WILLIAM

Um, thanks.

The Redheaded Woman stirs the hot grits and serves another

bowl to another STUDENT.

She glances over at CAFETERIA WORKER #1 and CAFETERIA WORKER

#2 standing and talking by the register and frowns.

BRADEN (15) and JAMES (15) walk into the cafeteria.

JAMES

Did you see the news this morning?

BRADEN

No.

JAMES

There was another monster sighting

last night.

BRADEN

The bigfoot creature?

JAMES

Yeah! This time someone saw a woman

kicking its ass!

Braden stops.

BRADEN

Is there video?

JAMES

No. Just an eyewitness.

(CONTINUED)
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BRADEN

There’s never a video.

Braden and James sit down at a table.

More students walk into the cafeteria. The loudest are

STEVEN (16), JACK (15) and CINDY (16).

STEVEN

(smirks)

I’ve got every girl’s number and

you guys call me lame.

CINDY

Please. You don’t do anything for

me.

JACK

(laughs)

You just got told.

STEVEN

(smiling)

Shut up Jack and go get your

welfare breakfast.

Jack walks over to get breakfast.

JESSICA (17) enters the cafeteria and approaches the group.

She has a CELLPHONE to her ear and looks concerned.

JESSICA

No, I haven’t seen him. The last

time? Saturday evening. We went to

a movie and had dinner at the

Burger Barn. This is worrying me.

(beat)

Okay. Yes. If I see him I’ll call.

CINDY

What’s wrong?

JESSICA

That was Phillip’s mom. He never

came home Sunday night.

STEVEN

What? I saw Phillip’s van out in

the faculty parking lot.

Carrying his breakfast and having heard Jessica, Jack stops.

(CONTINUED)
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JACK

That’s weird. The cops are outside

right now looking at the van.

The group walk over to the window and see two POLICE

OFFICERS walking around the van.

CINDY

Jessica honey, I’m sure Phillip is

okay. He’s going through a rough

patch with having been kicked off

the team and all.

STEVEN

It’s all that Braden kid’s fault.

Steven looks over to the corner of the cafeteria next to the

door where Braden is sitting with James.

JAMES

Those assholes are looking at you.

BRADEN

I don’t care. They can all go to

hell.

BEGIN FLASHBACK:

34 INT. SCHOOL BATHROOM - DAY 34

Braden enters the boy’s bathroom and splashes his face with

water at the sink.

He grabs a PAPER TOWEL and looks in the mirror.

BRADEN

I hate this school.

Braden dries his face and throws away the paper towel.

He takes out his CELL PHONE and starts to text.

CLOSE ON:

Mom. I want to come home. I hate it here.

He doesn’t get a reply.

Braden puts the phone in his pocket and steps up to a

URINAL.

The bathroom door swings open and in walks Phillip, Timothy,

Samuel and Michael.

(CONTINUED)
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PHILLIP

What do we have here?

Braden ignores them.

PHILLIP

Hey dumbass. Jessica tells me you

keep looking at her.

Phillip walks over to the urinal beside Braden.

PHILLIP (CONT’D)

You keep perving on my Jessica, I’m

going to kick your ass again.

Braden scowls at Phillip and turns.

Braden PISSES on Phillip’s SHOES.

PHILLIP

What the hell?

Braden immediately runs for the bathroom door and tries to

escape.

Timothy blocks Braden’s path to the door.

PHILLIP

Grab that asshole.

Samuel and Michael hold Braden.

Phillip gets in Braden’s face.

PHILLIP

I really can’t stand you.

BRADEN

The feeling is mutual.

Phillip hits Braden in the stomach and face.

The bathroom door opens and in walks PRINCIPAL BRYAN JONES

(45).

Principal Jones breaks up the fight.

PRINCIPAL JONES

Stop this immediately!

In the ruckus, Principal Jones gets hit by Phillip.

Principal Jones SLAMS Phillip against a bathroom stall.

(CONTINUED)
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PRINCIPAL JONES

ENOUGH! Everyone in my office NOW!

END FLASHBACK.

35 INT. POOL - MORNING 35

Coach CHRIS DAVID (49) walks into the pool area in the

gymnasium and flips on the light switch.

The HALOGEN LIGHTS flicker before coming on revealing the

area dripping with GREEN GOO.

COACH DAVID

I’m not cleaning this up.

The Coach walks forward trying to not step in the goo.

He lifts up a foot. Green goo drips off his brand new

RUNNING SHOES.

COACH DAVID

Damn!

Bubbles rise up from the bottom of the pool catching his

attention.

On the bottom of the pool lay what looks like many

octopus-like creatures called MOROCKS.

COACH DAVID

Fuck this.

Several TENTACLES come out of the water followed by the body

of the Morock.

Coach David slips on the goo and lands face first in the

mess.

The Coach tries to stand up.

The creature slithers after him.

Coach David barely gets out of the way and manages to get to

his office down a hallway.

36 INT. COACH DAVID’S OFFICE - MORNING 36

Coach David runs inside his office and locks the door.

He turns around and finds the body of Phillip splayed open

on his desk.

(CONTINUED)
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Two ORLEAIR with artificial waxy skin are in the middle of

DISSECTING Phillip.

Phillip is still alive.

Phillip reaches out to Coach David. Blood and red dye cover

his body reflecting the light.

PHILLIP

Help me.

Coach Phillip attempts to escape and runs into a tentacled

monster.

37 EXT. COACH DAVID’S OFFICE - MORNING 37

The office door slams shut.

The screams of Coach David emanate from within and then

silence.

The school bell RINGS.

38 INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - MORNING 38

School bell RINGS.

Driver’s Ed teacher, DAVID VAUGHAN (45), enters

the cafeteria pushing an OVERHEAD PROJECTOR and begins

setting up for his class.

MR. VAUGHAN

Good morning James and Braden. Hope

you had a great weekend.

JAMES

Good morning.

BRADEN

It was okay.

MR. VAUGHAN

What is going on outside with the

cops?

BRADEN

I haven’t a clue.

Jessica walks over and points at Braden.

JESSICA

Why don’t you ask Braden? I’m sure

he had something to do with it.

(CONTINUED)
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MR. VAUGHAN

Now Jessica. That’s a big

accusation. Please calm down.

BRADEN

I didn’t do a thing. Your boyfriend

is the one who beat me up.

MR. VAUGHAN

Enough! Sit down.

CLOSE ON:

Clock ticking to 8:05 am.

The tardy bell RINGS.

The intercom comes on with the morning announcements from

Principal Jones.

PRINCIPAL JONES (V.O.)

(concerned)

Good morning Havensburg Cougars.

Everyone should be in their

locations at this time. Before we

get to the Pledge of Allegiance, I

have three things to go over with

you. First, Phillip Conners,

Timothy Jackson, Samuel Bradford

and Michael Stroud have been

reported missing by their parents.

If anyone hears or knows anything

related to their disappearance,

please let Officer Williams know

immediately. Second, Friday’s

football game is still canceled on

account of a large hole in the

field caused by last week’s

meteorite. Third, if you know who

vandalized the shop room garage

door, please report it to us. A

reward will be given.

STEVEN

Reward. Sure. Probably coupons to

the Burger Barn.

MR. VAUGHAN

Steven quiet.

CLOSE ON:

Clock ticking to 8:10 am.

(CONTINUED)
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The school violently SHAKES.

Power goes out.

The backup generator comes on.

The school alarm comes on.

Hysterical STUDENTS and TEACHERS run down the hall.

CUT TO:

39 EXT. PARKING LOT - MORNING 39

The two school police officers investigating Phillip’s van

take off running towards the school with their GUNS drawn.

They look horrified.

BACK TO:

40 INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - MORNING 40

Some students try to call their parents, but the cell phones

do not work.

Other students run to the windows to look out.

JAMES

What was that? Did something

explode?

CINDY

My phone is not working.

JESSICA

Neither is mine.

Mr. Vaughan checks his phone and sees it is dead.

MR. VAUGHAN

Okay, everyone! Please calm down.

James go lock that door now!

Except for James AND Braden, no one pays attention to Mr.

Vaughan.

Everyone is in a panic.

Steven notices and stands up.

(CONTINUED)
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STEVEN

Hey! Mr. Vaughan is talking. Pay

attention!

People start to quiet down and turn around. Some sit.

MR. VAUGHAN

Thank you, Steven.

STEVEN

(smiling)

No problem Mr. Vaughan.

MR. VAUGHAN

Now everyone. This is extremely

important. We must stay here in the

cafeteria until we know what is

going on. Does anyone have a

working phone?

(beat)

No one? Okay.

A hazy fog begins filling up the hallway.

MR. VAUGHAN

Where are all the people?

STEVEN

Do you want me to go to the office

and find out what’s going on?

MR. VAUGHAN

No, Steven. Stay here. I’ll go, but

I’m leaving you in charge. Make

sure everyone stays right here.

Steven looks over and smiles directly at Braden who stares

back at him.

STEVEN

Sure thing Mr. Vaughan. I’m in

charge.

41 INT. CAFETERIA KITCHEN - MORNING 41

The Redheaded Woman closes her eyes and stands still for a

moment.

REDHEADED WOMAN

So it begins.

The Redheaded Woman opens a locker.

(CONTINUED)
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She pulls out a CULINARY BELT and straps it to her waist.

CLOSE ON:

The Redheaded Woman putting KNIVES, FORKS, and other KITCHEN

KNICKKNACKS into the sheaths and pockets of the belt.

She goes to a desk, takes a KEY hanging from around her

neck, opens a drawer and removes the WRISTBAND she wore on

the Portal Planet.

CLOSE ON:

The bracelet as she puts it on her left wrist. She pushes a

sequence of buttons. The bracelet GLOWS and begins a

countdown.

42 EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD - MORNING 42

Cytob meets several Orleair scientists by the hole in the

field.

A generator looking contraption with a RADAR DISH pointed

upwards is HUMMING.

The Orleair scientists wear welding-like GOGGLES and are

constantly twisting KNOBS and pushing BUTTONS on the

contraption.

A pulsating beam of light shoots upwards into the atmosphere

causing the entire area to light up.

CYTOB

The time envelope working as

planned?

ORLEAIR SCIENTIST

Yes, commander. The entire radius

is locked in.

CYTOB

Excellent.

43 INT. HALLWAY - MORNING 43

Having been knocked down by the blast, Principal Jones picks

himself off the floor.

His face is CUT and BLOODIED.

The power is off and the school’s backup generator has cut

on the EMERGENCY LIGHTS.

Students are running past him SCREAMING and CRYING.

(CONTINUED)
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The wall of one side of the hallway with the student lockers

has collapsed.

Principle Jones finds HEATHER BEASLEY (14) trapped under the

rubble. Her right leg is crushed.

PRINCIPAL JONES

Hold on Heather. Don’t move.

HEATHER

It hurts.

Principle Jones tries to make a call on his CELL PHONE.

PRINCIPAL JONES

I’m not getting a signal.

Two STUDENTS run up to help.

PRINCIPAL JONES

Help me get this stuff off her.

STUDENT #1

What happened?

STUDENT #2

Is it terrorists?

PRINCIPAL JONES

Let’s not make a rushed decision

right now.

The hallway quickly fills up with a with white fog making it

hard to see.

Four forms move out of the fog.

PRINCIPAL JONES

Hey! Over here! We need help!

The forms emerge and reveal not people, but the artificial

looking humanoids called the Orleair.

PRINCIPAL JONES

What is going on?

The four humanoids part and out from the space between them

slithers a Morock.

Immediately, the tentacles of the Morock latch on to Heather

and the two students and drag them away.

(CONTINUED)
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HEATHER

NO!

Principle Jones tries to intervene, but one of the Orleair

humanoids knocks him unconscious.

44 INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - MORNING 44

A soft white PULSATING LIGHT shines in the cafeteria

windows.

Mr. Vaughan walks over to the door leading into the school

hallway.

MR. VAUGHAN

Please stay here. I’m going to the

main office and will be back

soon. It might even be safer to

hide under the tables.

Mr. Vaughn unlocks the door and walks out into the hallway

while Steven locks it.

STEVEN

Now everyone, remember. I’m in

charge.

Suddenly, Mr. Vaughan’s MANGLED body is thrown against the

hallway glass by octopus-like TENTACLES.

Mr. Vaughan slowly slides down against the glass smearing

blood all the way to the floor.

The students in the cafeteria go berserk.

STEVEN

(screams)

Damn!

From the back of the kitchen, the Redheaded Woman, still

wearing her hair net, walks out into the main cafeteria

holding two very sharp KNIVES in each hand.

She scans the room and doesn’t say a word.

Some students are surprised by all the cutlery hanging from

her belt and begin talking among themselves.

James looks over at Braden.

JAMES

Does the lunch lady look different

to you?

(CONTINUED)
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BRADEN

(whispers)

Bigfoot.

JAMES

What?

BRADEN

Nothing.

The school violently shakes again.

All the students run to the window.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Please! Don’t go near the windows!

Stay here, if you value your life.

When the students turn around, she’s gone, just like Batman.

BRADEN

Badass.

JAMES

Definitely.

45 INT. HALLWAY - MORNING 45

The Redheaded Woman runs down an eerily quiet and deserted

smoke filled hallway.

GREEN GOOP covers the student’s lockers.

The Redheaded Woman sees movement in the smoke.

An ORLEAIR soldier wearing a GRAY JUMPSUIT walks towards

her.

REDHEADED WOMAN

I’ve been waiting a long time for

you.

The Redheaded Woman immediately backs up and ducks into a

CORNER HALLWAY

Where she flattens up against the wall barely missing many

small DART PROJECTILES being shot at her.

The Redheaded Woman takes a breath and pulls two KNIVES from

her belt, one for each hand, and a small bottle of VINEGAR.

CLOSE ON:

(CONTINUED)
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She COATS each knife blade with the vinegar.

Replacing the bottle into her belt pocket, the Redheaded

Woman DUCKS and ROLLS into a

SECOND HALLWAY

directly across from her while throwing both KNIVES at the

Orleair.

The knives make contact with the creature.

One knife sinks into the creature’s waxy-like chest and

another knife EMBEDS itself deep into the throat.

The Orleair drops the projectile weapon and falls against

the lockers.

The weapon goes sliding towards the Redheaded Woman.

CLOSE ON:

The Orleair grabs at the knives and pulls them both out.

Fountains of green goo shoot out of both wounds while the

creature SCREAMS in pain.

The Redheaded Woman, thinking she is clear to run, suddenly

finds more PROJECTILE DARTS being shot from behind her.

She turns to find another Orleair quickly advancing on her.

The Redheaded Woman grabs the projectile weapon that slid

towards her and begins shooting.

One of the darts SHATTERS a light panel, raining pieces of

glass down on the creature and catching it off guard.

The Redheaded Woman POUNCES like a cat onto the second

Orleair humanoid.

She pulls off it’s helmet and smashes the butt of the

projectile gun into the creature’s face.

They both fall to the floor.

The Redheaded Woman takes the humanoid’s head and twists

until a SNAP is heard and it lay still.

CLOSE ON:

The Redheaded Woman removes a Bluetooth-like EAR PIECE from

the creature’s ear.

(CONTINUED)
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She pushes a button on the newly obtained ear device and

puts it on.

The Redheaded Woman looks at the creature.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Looks like your goose has been

cooked.

She runs over to the first Orleair humanoid. The creature is

still moving.

The Redheaded Woman picks up her knives and drags the

Orleair into an empty classroom.

46 INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - MORNING 46

The students left in the cafeteria are talking. Some are

still crying.

Steven and a few other guys stand by the cafeteria door

leading into the hallway.

The hallway windows are completely covered with streaks of

BLOOD and a SMOKY HAZE. There is no visibility.

STEVEN

Look. We have to get out of here

now. Screw what that lady said. We

stay here. We die.

WILLIAM

I don’t know. I’m sure help will be

here soon.

CINDY

Then where are they, William? Why

haven’t we seen firetrucks,

ambulances, police cars or the

freaking military? The world could

have ended and we might be the only

people left.

JESSICA

Whatever happened to Phillip could

be happening to us.

JACK

(frowning)

What are you talking about? Let’s

not lose it okay? So what’s the

plan, Steven? Just run outside?

(CONTINUED)
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Braden and James get up from their table and go to the back

of the kitchen.

No one notices.

STEVEN

Exactly. Where do you think that

smoke is coming from? The school is

on fire. Anywhere, but inside here

has got to be safer.

All of a sudden, CAFETERIA WORKER #1 and CAFETERIA WORKER #2

freak out, push past the boys, run into the hallway and

disappear into the smoke.

Once the door closes, the guys walk to the glass and try to

see through the haze. Suddenly, they hear loud blood curling

screams.

CAFETERIA LADY #1 and then CAFETERIA LADY #2 are slammed up

against the glass so hard it makes the glass CRACK.

The bodies slowly slide down to the floor and then something

pulls them away.

47 INT. CLASSROOM - MORNING 47

The Redheaded Woman DRAGS the Orleair humanoid creature into

the classroom and LOCKS the door.

She pulls over a desk and sits in it.

The Redheaded Woman takes off the creature’s helmet and puts

her foot on its throat.

The Oleair makes a gurgling NOISE.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Don’t move.

The Orleair tries to get up and the Redheaded Woman presses

down hard with her foot.

The creature MOANS.

REDHEADED WOMAN

I said don’t move. Now tell me

where is your leader?

The Redheaded Woman lifts her foot up.

The Orleair begins to talk and speaks weird GIBBERISH.

(CONTINUED)
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The Redheaded Woman tabs the EAR DEVICE she is wearing until

she understands the language.

ORLEAIR HUMANOID

...you will be destroyed slowly.

Our army is almost prepared to take

over this planet.

The Redheaded Woman makes a face and presses down with her

foot again.

The Orleair GAGS.

REDHEADED WOMAN

That’s not the answer I want to

hear. Where is your leader?

The Redheaded Woman lifts her foot.

The Oleair COUGHS.

ORLEAIR HUMANOID

Once the doorway realignment is

stable, the leader will arrive.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Realignment stable? It doesn’t

matter. You don’t have the device.

ORLEAIR HUMANOID

Not yet. We have captured your

leader and will find it soon.

REDHEADED WOMAN

My leader?

The Redheaded Woman thinks for a moment.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Damn.

The Redheaded Woman snaps the Orleair’s throat with her foot

and runs out of the room.

48 INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - MORNING 48

The Cafeteria Kids look at the blood smeared on the hallway

window.

STEVEN

Holy crap!

Braden and James run back from the kitchen.

(CONTINUED)
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BRADEN

Hey! We can leave through the

kitchen door. It’s a clear shot

past the track and across the

street.

STEVEN

(annoyed)

Okay. We’ve found a way out.

Attention everyone!

Steven jumps up onto a table to address everyone in the

cafeteria.

STEVEN (CONT’D)

It’s going to be okay. I’ll make

sure we all get out. We’ll hop the

fence on the other side of track

field. Grab your things and follow

me.

Steven jumps down from the table and pushes past Braden and

James.

49 INT. PRINCIPLE OFFICE - MORNING 49

A BLOODIED Principal Bryan Jones is seated in a chair in

front of his desk. He hangs his head and is clearly in pain.

Soon, the one who is responsible for the school invasion,

KYTACK DOSS, walks in and looks around.

Kytack is a tall, waxy, plastic looking creature and leader

of the Orleair. He wears a GRAY JUMPSUIT with an ornate CAPE

and COLLAR.

Principal Jones looks up and is clearly shaken.

Kytack speaks to an Orleair soldier standingin his native

tongue in the room.

The soldier hands Kytack an EAR PIECE and leaves the room.

Kytack puts the ear piece in Principal Jone’s ear.

He touches a button on the gadget.

KYTACK

(well-behaved manner)

My name is Kytack Doss. As you can

see, I’m not from here.

Kytack looks around the office examining different items.

(CONTINUED)
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On the wall hangs a PHOTOGRAPH of a sunset on Mars taken by

the NASA Curiosity probe. Kytack looks at it and nods with

approval.

KYTACK

Be curious, not judgmental.

Kytack looks at Principal Jones.

KYTACK (CONT’D)

That’s a quote from your Walt

Whitman.

Principle Jones stares at Kytack.

KYTACK

Walt Whitman? Surely you know him.

You see, I find that quote to be

absolutely true.

Kytack continues to look around the room.

KYTACK (CONT’D)

Your species does indeed make me

curious.

He studies a half eaten HAM BISCUIT and CUP OF COFFEE on the

desk and then looks at a NEWSPAPER PHOTO of Principal Jones

with the Havensburg High School science teacher CHRISTOPHER

BULLOCK (35) holding a blue METEORITE.

CLOSE ON:

A photograph of Principal Jones holding the blue rock with a

smiling Christopher Bullock.

Above the photo reads:

30th Anniversary of Havensburg Meteorite.

BACK TO:

KYTACK

However, I’ve had to learn never to

be judgmental. Take for instance

what you call food.

Kytack picks up the top part of the biscuit and points at

the ham.

KYTACK

Animal flesh. Eating the flesh of

living creatures is disgusting to

(MORE)
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KYTACK (cont’d)
my kind. But you’re animals and

that’s okay.

Kytack walks over and admires a scale model of the Eiffel

Tower sitting on a table by the window.

KYTACK

Now, this is beautiful. I have

always enjoyed how your species has

the ability to build amazing

things.

PRINCIPAL JONES

(defensively)

Can you please tell me who are you

and why you are in my school?

KYTACK

Ah. I guess we are done with the

small talk.

PRINCIPAL JONES

(angrily)

Just tell me what you want?

Kytack sits in Principal Jones desk chair and folds his hand

on the top of the desk.

KYTACK

Okay. You have something of mine

and I want it back.

50 INT. SCHOOL KITCHEN - MORNING 50

Steven opens the cafeteria back door and turns around.

STEVEN

Remember. We’re going to run across

the track field to the fence. Once

we’re over the fence, it’ll all be

over.

Steven is the first person out the door followed by Jessica,

Cindy, Jack and William.

The rest of the group follows behind with Braden and James

bringing up the back of the line.
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51 EXT. TRACK FIELD - MORNING 51

The cafeteria kids make it outside.

A bright pulsating white light fills the air.

They kids run across the track field towards the chain link

fence and stop.

On the other side of the fence, everything is frozen.

People, cars, animals are all stuck in midstream like a

photo.

JESSICA

What the hell?

STEVEN

What is going on?

JACK

This is got to be a joke.

WILLIAM

I don’t think so, man. It looks so

real.

Cindy begins to lose it and starts to cry hysterically.

CINDY

(screams)

WHAT IS HAPPENING!

STEVEN

Jack take Cindy. Try to calm her.

I’m going over.

Steven hops the fence and runs right to the edge of the road

and turns around.

STEVEN (CONT’D)

We’re almost there. Once I’m across

this road, everyone else follows in

a single file line.

JAMES

Did the mighty football captain

just say in single file line?

BRADEN

I believe he did.

(CONTINUED)
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Steven turns back around and runs smacks into a FORCE

FIELD killing him instantly. His body SIZZLES and

disappears.

CINDY

NOOOOOOOOO!

The students on the fence immediately jump off and everyone

runs back towards the school passing Braden and James.

The light around the students begins to pulsate accompanied

by a buzzing sound similar to bees in a drum.

Braden and James see a group of Orleair soldiers running

towards them from the other side of the track field.

PROJECTILE DARTS are shot at them.

Several students get hit by darts and fall to the ground.

BRADEN

Hey! Don’t go back to the

cafeteria. Everybody this way!

Braden leads everyone towards the front of the school.

JAMES

Where are we going?

BRADEN

Well, going back to the school is

stupid. We’re getting away from

whatever those things are chasing

us!

52 INT. PRINCIPLE OFFICE - MORNING 52

PRINCIPAL JONES

Something? From you? I don’t have

anything from you. I don’t even

know what you are!

KYTACK

(smiling)

I believe you.

(beat)

But someone here, in this building,

has what I want.

(CONTINUED)
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PRINCIPAL JONES

Then take it! Leave my kids alone

and take it. The authorities will

be here soon. They’re probably

outside already.

Suddenly, a loud pulsating buzzing hum fills the room.

Kytack calmly stands and walks to the window.

CUT TO:

The cafeteria kids run towards the school with several

aliens in pursuit.

BACK TO:

Kytack touches a button on his EAR PIECE and speaks in his

own language.

He touches the gadget again and looks at Principal Jones.

KYTACK

(smiling)

I’m sorry about the annoying noise.

It seems some of your children

tried to escape. We’re still

working out the kinks.

The pulsating noise and buzzing noise stops.

KYTACK

Ah. That’s much better.

PRINCIPAL JONES

You just wait until our military

show up.

KYTACK

No one is coming. We’ve taken care

of that.

PRINCIPAL JONES

What do you mean?

KYTACK

As far as anyone outside is

concerned, life is the way it is

supposed to be.

PRINCIPAL JONES

I don’t understand.

(CONTINUED)
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KYTACK

That’s okay. You don’t need too.

Mr...

Kytack looks at the desk NAMEPLATE.

KYTACK (CONT’D)

Jones is it? Mr. Jones, I have an

associate who wants to ask you some

detailed questions.

Cytob walks into the office.

CYTOB

Sir. An attempt to breach the outer

perimeter was just made by some of

the young humans.

Principal Jones tries to get up from the chair, but Cytob

holds him down by his right shoulder.

KYTACK

Yes, I am aware. The time envelope

working properly?

CYTOB

Our scientists ensure me we are

locked in.

KYTACK

Perfect.

KYTACK

Capture the remaining humans and

bring them to the rendezvous point.

CYTOB

Plans have already been made.

PRINCIPAL JONES

Wait! I want to help.

Principle Jones stands up to plead his case.

PRINCIPAL JONES (CONT’D)

Just tell me what you’re looking

for and I can find it. Please.

KYTACK

(angrily)

SIT DOWN!

Principal Jones does what he told.

(CONTINUED)
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Katack goes back to being polite.

KYTACK

Maybe I should have been more

clear.

Katack pushes the newspaper towards Principal Jones.

KYTACK

Where is the device shown here?

PRINCIPLE JONES

What device? The meteorite? Is that

what you want? Yes. I know where it

is.

KYTACK

Where?

PRINCIPAL JONES

Upstairs. The science teacher has

it. Mr. Bullock. Christopher

Bullock. Room 204. I can take you.

KYTACK

What are you planning to do with

the Itam?

PRINCIPAL JONES

What? What do you mean? It’s a

photo for the newspaper. The

science teacher found the meteor

over 30 years ago and donated it to

the school.

KYTACK

Very well.

Kytack snaps his fingers.

KYTACK (CONT’D)

Cytob. The procedure.

PRINCIPLE JONES

What are you talking about? I told

you.

Cytob removes a long antenna-like WAND from his sleeve.

He extends the wand and inserts it into Principal Jones’

right temple.

The wand GLOWS.

(CONTINUED)
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Principle Jones begins to convulse.

KYTACK

(native language)

These stupid humans have no idea

what they possess.

CYTOB

They think it’s just a rock.

KYTACK

Only one way to find out. Please go

upstairs, find this Christopher

Bullock and retrieve it. Meet me at

the rendezvous point.

Cytob nods and removes the wand from Principle Jones’

temple. He hands it to Kytack before leaving the room.

Principal Jones’ body falls to the floor.

Kytack takes the wand and INSERTS it into his own temple.

The wand glows RED as Kytack closes his eyes in pleasure.

53 INT. SECOND FLOOR HALLWAY - MORNING 53

The Redheaded Woman runs down another darkened hall.

The pulsating light and humming sound from outside instantly

fill the hallway.

The Redheaded Woman runs towards an open atrium area where

she can look down at the administrative offices.

She crouches under a banister and sees two Orleair soldiers

standing guard outside the offices.

Cytob walks out into the hallway and talks to them.

The Redheaded Woman touches her EAR PIECE and listens.

CUT TO:

54 EXT. ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES - MORNING 54

Cytob addresses the two Orleair soldiers.

CYTOB

Send some Morocks upstairs to Room

204. Sweep and cleanse the area.

Retrieve the Itlam and bring it to

me when they finish.

(CONTINUED)
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ORLEAIR SOLDIER #1

Your command is ours.

CYTOB

Also, take the human inside this

room to the rendezvous point.

(beat)

One more thing. When you find her,

let me know immediately. Only me.

Do you understand?

ORLEAIR SOLDIER #1

Yes.

ORLEAIR SOLDIER #2

Understood.

The Redheaded Woman quickly gets up and takes off down the

hallway again.

55 EXT. SCHOOL GROUNDS - DAY 55

Braden and James lead the rest of the cafeteria kids to the

front of the school.

A door opens leading into the gymnasium.

Principal Jones leans out and WAVES for the students to come

inside.

Braden and James stop running and look at the Principal.

JAMES

Something about this doesn’t seem

right.

BRADEN

I agree. Especially if it is back

inside the school.

The rest of the group veer off and begin running towards the

door.

BRADEN

Don’t go inside!

JESSICA

Fuck you! You don’t even know what

you’re doing.

The group runs to the open door and inside the school.

(CONTINUED)
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Principal Jones continues waving them inside with jerky

animated body motions.

Braden and James watch everyone go inside except for

Rebecca.

BRADEN

Why didn’t you go with them?

REBECCA

Honestly? I think you two know what

you’re doing.

JAMES

Wish someone would tell us.

BRADEN

Come on.

Braden, James and now Rebecca continue running.

56 INT. SCHOOL GYMNASIUM - MORNING 56

The Cafeteria Kids run into the gymnasium.

When everyone turns around to thank the principal, they

watch as his smile disappears and his body drops like an

unused marionette.

A Morock has its tentacled arm inside the principal like a

puppet.

Jessica and the rest of the group scream and try to run back

outside, but their path is blocked by Orleair soldiers.

Kytack walks into the gymnasium.

All the aliens, both Orleair soldiers and tentacled Morocks,

either bow their heads or kneel.

Kytack walks over to the group of kids.

KYTACK

(native language)

It will all soon be over.

Since they do not wear translators, the kids can’t

understand him.

Kytack motions for a Morock to come forward.

The Morock SLITHERS over to Kytack.

Kytack speaks in his language.

(CONTINUED)
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The Morock makes a CHATTERING NOISE.

Other Morocks come forward and begin dragging away the kids.

The Morock next to Kytack goes to Jessica and wraps its

tentacles around her.

JESSICA

(screaming)

No!

57 INT. SCIENCE CLASSROOM - MORNING 57

The Redheaded Woman enters a dark science classroom and

closes the door. The only light source is from the windows.

She hears a shuffling from behind one of the student

workstations and approaches to finds CHRISTOPHER BULLOCK

(50s) cradling the blue rock.

MR. BULLOCK

Don’t come any nearer.

The Redheaded Woman steps out from the shadows and is

instantly recognized by Mr. Bullock.

MR. BULLOCK

What are you doing here? Did

anybody else make it? Are the

police... or the military here?

REDHEADED WOMAN

Nobody is coming.

MR. BULLOCK

I don’t understand.

REDHEADED WOMAN

The entire school is encased in a

time dilation envelope. We are

moving at a much faster rate than

those outside the envelope.

Everyone outside of the school

thinks it is a normal day.

MR. BULLOCK

A time dilation envelope? The

energy needed to create such a

thing would be enormous.

REDHEADED WOMAN

I need to take the device you are

holding Mr. Bullock.

(CONTINUED)
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Mr. Bullock holds the rock closer to him.

MR. BULLOCK

It speaks to me.

REDHEADED WOMAN

What you’re hearing is its

programming. The device is trying

to lock on to a user and find a

portal. That’s all.

Mr. Bullock scoots back and curls up in a ball holding the

device tighter.

MR. BULLOCK

No. No. No.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Mr. Bullock, the meteorite is

called an Itlam. A key with the

ability to open a doorway into

another dimension.

MR. BULLOCK

Other dimensions?

REDHEADED WOMAN

Yes, specifically your dimension.

Mr. Bullock does not look at the Cafeteria Lady.

The Redheaded Woman sits down beside Mr. Bullock.

REDHEADED WOMAN

I threw the device through a

doorway that permanently exists

under your football field.

MR. BULLOCK

It came from the sky.

REDHEADED WOMAN

It came up from the ground Mr.

Bullock.

MR. BULLOCK

It’s a meteorite and it’s mine.

REDHEADED WOMAN

What you don’t understand is your

life is in danger. The creatures

who have invaded your school want

it back and they are coming up here

right now.

(CONTINUED)
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Mr. Bullock looks up seemingly understanding what the

Redheaded Woman is telling.

MR. BULLOCK

How do you know this? You work in

the cafeteria.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Mr. Bullock, I can save everyone in

this school.

The Redheaded Woman reaches for the Itlam.

Mr. Bullock thinks for a moment and gives her the device.

The Redheaded Woman puts the Itlam inside her hairnet and

ties it on her BELT LOOP.

Mr. Bullock begins to immediately shake his head.

MR. BULLOCK

I change my mind. Give it back to

me. Please! It doesn’t want you.

Mr. Bullock stands and loses it.

MR. BULLOCK

She’s here! She’s here! She’s here!

The door explodes open and three Morocks rush inside.

One Morock lunges at the Redheaded Woman with tentacles out

towards her.

In one quick blur, the Redheaded Woman immediately, without

hesitation, picks up a BUTANE TORCH from a workstation,

removes a small can of COOKING SPRAYa can of cooking spray

from her belt and lights it.

The flame engulfs the Morock who SCREAMS in agony.

The other two Morocks come around behind the Redheaded Woman

and try to get her.

The Redheaded Woman turns the flame on the advancing

Morocks.

She flips out-of-the-way and grabs two full beakers labeled

ACETONE and throws them at the creatures.

The beakers break open and the acid causes their skin to

BUBBLE and MELT.

The classroom catches on fire.

(CONTINUED)
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Mr. Bullock continues to yell.

MR. BULLOCK

She’s here! She’s here!

Mr. Bullock takes hold of the Redheaded Woman’s wrist with

the BRACELET and struggles with her.

The Redheaded Woman’s arm smacks on top of a workstation and

SPARKS.

58 EXT. HALLWAY - MORNING 58

Four Orleair soldiers make their way down another hallway.

Equipment being monitored by an Oleair Soldier #4 suddenly

goes off with BEEPS and CLICKS.

ORLEAIR SOLDIER #4

We have found her.

Orleair Soldier #1 immediately taps his EAR PIECE.

ORLEAIR SOLDIER #1

Lord Cytob. We know her location.

CUT TO:

59 INT. CAFETERIA KITCHEN - MORNING 59

Cytob is examining the Redheaded Woman’s locker.

CYTOB

Excellent. Organize more Morocks. I

will be at your location shortly.

BACK TO:

60 INT. SCIENCE CLASSROOM - MORNING 60

The fire grows larger activating the SPRINKLER SYSTEM in the

classroom.

The Redheaded Woman kicks Mr. Bullock in the head.

She runs out of the classroom and down the hallway.

Passing by a window, she notices activity outside and stops

to look.

CLOSE ON:

Braden, James and Rebecca running into a classroom trailer.
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61 INT. CLASSROOM TRAILER - MORNING 61

James and Rebecca push CHAIRS and a FILE CABINET against the

door.

Braden begins opening drawers.

JAMES

This is really fucked up. I think

I’m in shock.

REBECCA

What are those things? It’s all

like a badly written B movie.

Braden tries to open a desk drawer, but it’s locked.

BRADEN

Hey, guys. Help me find the keys to

this drawer.

JAMES

What do you have in mind?

BRADEN

This is Police Officer Cody’s

trailer. There has to be something

in here we can use for protection.

Rebecca checks the pockets of a jacket draped over a chair

and smiles. She takes out a set of keys and shakes them.

REBECCA

Think these will work?

Braden takes the keys. The first one he tries opens the

drawer.

BRADEN

Bingo.

Braden removes a TASER gun and a handful of CARTRIDGES from

the drawer.

JAMES

Now, that’s what I’m talking about.

Rebecca goes to the window and sees the Redheaded Woman

running towards the trailer.

REBECCA

Hey. It’s the lunch lady. She’s

coming this way.

(CONTINUED)
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Rebecca and James run to the window blinds and look out.

JAMES

Damn. She is fast.

Orleair soldiers over to the Redheaded Woman.

She avoids them by TWISTING and JUMPING out of the way.

The Redheaded Woman easy SNAPS their necks.

JAMES

The lunch lady is a badass.

62 EXT. SCHOOL GROUNDS - DAY 62

A Morock appears behind the Redheaded Woman and grabs her.

Cytob approaches and SHOOTS her with a DART PROJECTILE.

The Redheaded Woman freezes and drops to her knees.

Cytob unties the hairnet and takes out the Itlam.

CYTOB

Take her somewhere private.

The Morock drags the Redheaded Woman into the school.

63 INT. CLASSROOM TRAILER - MORNING 63

Rebecca closes the window blinds.

REBECCA

They got her. We have to do

something!

BRADEN

Let me think.

Braden moves the chairs and opens the door.

He puts the TASER gun inside his belt.

BRADEN

Stay here. I’ll be back with her.

JAMES

Oh no, you’re not. I’m coming with

you.

(CONTINUED)
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REBECCA

I’m helping too!

64 INT. YEARBOOK DARKROOM - MORNING 64

The Redheaded Woman wakes up with her arms FASTENED behind

her.

Everything is cast in the RED GLOW from the darkroom light.

She tries to move her hands and arms and feels something

SLITHER TIGHTER.

CLOSE ON:

A wet EEL CREATURE wrapping tightly around the Cafeteria

Lady’s arms.

From out of the shadows, walks Cytob. He stops in front of

her.

Cytob tabs the EAR GADGET in his ear.

CYTOB

(smiling)

You have many disguises, but I knew

it was you.

The Redheaded Woman just looks at Cytob. No emotion.

CYTOB

I never could figure out why we

were never able to find you.

Cytob points at the bracelet.

CYTOB

Using our technology to hide from

our scanners. Smart.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Technology you stole!

Cytob gets closer.

CYTOB

Why are you doing this? You have no

ties to this world. You’re

insignificant.
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65 INT. HALLWAY - MORNING 65

Braden, James and Rebecca enter the school and stand in a

dark hallway lit only by the EMERGENCY LIGHTS.

More GREEN GOOP drips from the hallway walls.

A foggy mist makes it hard to see.

JAMES

This is not good.

REBECCA

Where do you think she was taken?

Braden looks at the floor and notices BLOOD SMEARS leading

away.

BRADEN

I’m pretty sure she went this way.

Our heroes follow the blood trail and see a FIGURE hanging

from the ceiling.

REBECCA

Oh my god.

The figure turns out to be Phillip’s girlfriend Jessica.

Jessica’s body hangs from the ceiling in a sticky WHITE

FILAMENT.

JAMES

Is she still alive?

BRADEN

Let’s get her down.

Braden and James pull Jessica away from the sticky filament

and gently put her on the floor.

Rebecca looks at Jessica and is taken aback.

REBECCA

Oh my god. Her eyes.

Jessica’s EYES have been PLUCKED OUT.

Jessica hears James and begins to STRUGGLE.

REBECCA

She’s alive!

Rebecca kneels down and holds Jessica’s head in her lap.

(CONTINUED)
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REBECCA (CONT’D)

Jessica. It’s me, Rebecca. I’ve got

you.

JESSICA

(crying)

Help me.

REBECCA

Jessica sweetie. Tell me what

happened?

JESSICA

My eyes. They ate my eyes. Don’t

you understand? We’re food. Oh god.

Please, help me.

A CHATTERING NOISE is heard from down the hallway.

JAMES

Guys. That doesn’t sound good.

Tentacles are seen coming out of the fog. A really big

Morock is emerging.

BRADEN

We have to go now.

REBECCA

And leave Jessica here? We have to

take her.

A tentacle wraps itself around Jessica’s ankle and drags her

into the fog.

JESSICA

(screaming)

Nooooooo!

Rebecca tries to go after Jessica, but Braden holds her

back.

BRADEN

She is gone. We have to go.

Braden, James and Rebecca run down the hallway.
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66 INT. YEARBOOK DARKROOM - MORNING 66

The Redheaded Woman is still silent.

Cytob removes the EAR PIECE and talks with a heavy accented

English.

CYTOB

How is this? Better?

REDHEADED WOMAN

I hate you.

Cytob laughs.

CYTOB

And I hate you. We have something

in common. You caused me a lot of

problems.

Cytob picks up the Redheaded Woman’s CUTLERY BELT from a

table and takes out a KNIFE.

Cytob puts the knife blade on the Cafeteria Lady’s throat.

CYTOB

We have the Itlam now. How does

that make you feel?

The Redheaded Woman glares at Cytob.

Cytob makes a small cut on the Redheaded Woman’s throat.

Blood trickles down.

CYTOB

I’m curious. During our last

encounter, you said you would never

give up. How do you feel now?

BEGIN FLASHBACK:

67 EXT. OPEN FIELD - DAY 67

The Redheaded Woman, carrying a large RIFLE WEAPON, is

running full speed through a field towards a group in the

distance.

CLOSE ON:

Cytob stands in front of a group of human looking prisoners

on their knees.

Orleair soldiers hold guns to their heads.

(CONTINUED)
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A MAN (40s), his SON (10) and DAUGHTER (15) are among the

prisoners.

Cytob motions an order to shoot the prisoners.

The Redheaded Woman runs faster.

The soldiers aim and kill everyone.

The Redheaded Woman begins shooting her rifle at Cytob.

Cytob and the Orleair soldiers escape through a DOORWAY and

disappear after they enter it.

The Redheaded Woman runs to her family and holds their

lifeless bodies.

She cries and screams.

END FLASHBACK.

68 INT. YEARBOOK DARKROOM - MORNING 68

The Redheaded Woman’s eyes are filled with tears.

CYTOB

Have I hit a nerve?

(beat)

I have.

The Redheaded Woman doesn’t look at Cytob.

CYTOB

I’ve always admired you. We’re so

much alike. Warriors. However, when

you stole the Itlam, I had no

choice but to kill your family.

The Redheaded Woman struggles in the chair and screams.

CYTOB

Your kind and my kind could have

worked together and used the Itlam

to open paths to worlds with lots

of rewards.
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69 INT. PRINCIPLE OFFICE - MORNING 69

Kytack is looking out of the window. His hands behind his

back.

Orleair Soldier #3 comes inside the office.

ORLEAIR SOLDIER #3

Sir.

The soldier hands Kytack the Itlam.

Kytack holds the Itlam up in the light.

KYTACK

(smiling)

Excellent.

KYTACK

Where is Cytob?

ORLEAIR SOLDIER #3

He is with the Yarvarian.

KYTACK

Really? Let me have his fun.

Meanwhile, I think it’s time we

clean up this mess.

ORLEAIR SOLDIER #3

Your command is mine.

70 EXT. YEARBOOK CLASSROOM - MORNING 70

The Redheaded Woman’s screams are heard in the hallway.

Braden, James and Rebecca stop in front of the Yearbook

classroom.

Braden takes out the TASER GUN.

JAMES

Do you know how to work that?

BRADEN

I don’t know. Point and shoot?

REBECCA

Guys. If we’re going to do

something, we need to do it now.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES

What’s the plan Branden?

BRADEN

We’re going to wing it.

71 INT. YEARBOOK DARKROOM - MORNING 71

Cytob holds up another knife from the Redheaded Woman’s

cutlery belt and studies it.

The Redheaded Woman is bloody and exhausted.

CYTOB

I love your disguise. I bet it was

lonely waiting for us to arrive.

REDHEADED WOMAN

I would do it again.

CYTOB

What I don’t understand is why you

didn’t activate it. You could have

gone anywhere.

REDHEADED WOMAN

That’s the problem with your race.

You move in, conquer and steal

technologies you know nothing

about. That is to be your downfall.

CYTOB

I am done. We have the Itlam and

now I’m going to kill you.

Cytob puts the knife to the Redheaded Woman’s throat.

Suddenly, the door BURSTS open.

Braden rushes in, catching Cytob by surprise, and shoots him

with the TASER GUN.

Cytob instantly goes down to the floor and CONVULSES.

James runs over the Redheaded Woman.

REDHEADED WOMAN

My hands are secured.

James looks and sees the wet EEL CREATURE wrapping itself

tighter.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES

What the fuck is that?

The Redheaded Woman looks at the photography chemical

BOTTLES on a nearby shelf.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Get the bottle that says stop bath.

James grabs it.

JAMES

Now what?

REDHEADED WOMAN

I want you to pour it on my wrists.

JAMES

What will that do?

REDHEADED WOMAN

It’s an acetic acid like vinegar.

It’ll burn its skin.

James pours the bottle on the Redheaded Woman’s wrists.

The eel creature SCREECHES and falls to the floor.

The Redheaded Woman jumps up, grabs her knife and cutlery

belt.

Braden looks at Cytob’s motionless body.

BRADEN

What about this thing?

REDHEADED WOMAN

He’ll be out for a few more minutes

until he reboots.

BRADEN

Reboot? He’ll come back?

Braden picks up the PHOTO ENLARGER and slams it down on

Cytob’s head.

The Redheaded Woman puts on her cutlery belt, looks at

Braden for a few moments and nods.

REDHEADED WOMAN

We need to go.

The Redheaded Woman looks at James.

(CONTINUED)
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REDHEADED WOMAN (CONT’D)

Bring that bottle of acetic acid.

JAMES

This is so crazy!

CUT TO:

72 INT. ORLEAIR HOMESHIP - ORBIT 72

A large oval TRANSFER ROOM spreads out underneath a

TRANSPARENT CEILING showing millions of shining stars.

Along the circular wall sit many GLASS TUBE structures

filled with a BLUEISH LIQUID.

Inside each tube lay a what appears to be a human.

One of these tube structures begins to drain its fluid

content and opens.

A transfer room ATTENDANT rushes over and helps the occupant

sit up.

The occupant is a very human looking version of Cytob.

ATTENDANT

Lord Cytob. You are back on the

homeship. Your shell was damaged.

Cytob coughs and spits up liquid. He catches his breath.

CYTOB

I need to get back there attendant,

now!

ATTENDANT

But sir. Your shell has been

severely damaged in the cranial

area. I don’t know if the transfer

can be successfully made.

CYTOB

I don’t care. Do it!

The attendant is nervous and hesitates momentarily.

ATTENDANT

Your command is mine.

The attendant motions for other attendants to come over and

they begin preparing Cytob for upload.

BACK TO:
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73 EXT. SCHOOL GROUNDS - DAY 73

Braden, James and Rebecca make their way outside near the

football field supporting the Redheaded Woman.

The Redheaded Woman holds her side.

Morocks are hot on their trail.

JAMES

We’ve got to shake these things.

REBECCA

Where should we go?

The Redheaded Woman notices a sports equipment building

beside the football field.

REDHEADED WOMAN

In there.

A Morock appears from behind the building.

Braden puts another cartridge in the TASER at the Morock and

shoots it.

The projectiles drive deep into the creature’s

skin delivering a shock and half MELTING the surrounding

FLESH around the darts.

The Morock screams and collapses.

74 EXT. SPORTS EQUIPMENT BUILDING - DAY 74

James tries to open the door to the building.

JAMES

Come on!

Rebecca tries the door and finds it is locked.

REBECCA

It’s locked!

JAMES

Hey. Stand back. I always wanted to

do this.

James slams the door with his right foot a couple of times

before breaking it open.

(CONTINUED)
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BRADEN

Pretty cool James.

JAMES

(smiling)

I know.

The kids get the Redheaded Woman inside and close the door.

75 INT. SPORTS EQUIPMENT BUILDING - MORNING 75

Braden, James and Rebecca sit on the floor, breathing

heavily.

The Redheaded Woman goes to sleep from exhaustion.

JAMES

You know. She really doesn’t seem

to be that heavy.

REBECCA

Look at all the stuff she is

wearing on her belt. What was she

doing?

BRADEN

Fighting the creatures, I think.

She has to be one who was seen

kicking Bigfoot’s ass.

JAMES

The lunch lady fights monsters?

BRADEN

You saw her outside fighting that

octopus thing. It sure seems like

it to me.

The Redheaded Woman begins to stir and slowly awakes.

She jolts up to a sitting position and pulls out one of her

knives.

JAMES

Shit!

BRADEN

Hey, it’s okay!

The Redheaded Woman puts the knife back in her belt and

looks at her wristband.

CLOSE ON:

(CONTINUED)
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The wristband blinking.

She takes it off and examines it.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Someone find me a small paperclip.

Braden, James and Rebecca look at each other.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Now!

All three kids scramble to find a paperclip.

Rebecca finds one on a desk.

REBECCA

I found one.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Give it to me.

CLOSE ON:

The Redheaded Woman straightens out the paperclip and sticks

one end into the back of the wristband.

BRADEN

What are you doing?

REDHEADED WOMAN

If I don’t get this transveil

receiver working again, we’re going

to be found.

BRADEN

What’s a transveil receiver?

The Redheaded Woman continues fiddling with the wristband.

REDHEADED WOMAN

It has multiple purposes. The most

important, right now, is a cloaking

technology that renders the wearer

and anyone within a 24-foot radius

invisible to bioscanners.

JAMES

It’s her sonic screwdriver!

The Redhaired Woman finishes working on the bracelet and

puts it back on.

(CONTINUED)
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REDHEADED WOMAN

Hopefully, one of the traps I

created slowed down the search

party while I fixed this thing.

76 EXT. SCHOOL GROUNDS - MORNING 76

Orleair Soldier #4, once again, leads a small group of

Orleair soldiers, follows the biosignature of the Redhaired

Woman.

He stops running, while the rest of the group continues.

ORLEAIR SOLDIER #4

We have lost her.

An explosion occurs.

Orleair Soldier #4 looks to see his group who ran ahead

activate a trap by the Redhaired Woman.

Orleair Soldier #4 removes the DART GUN from his side and

shoots himself in the head.

CUT TO:

77 INT. TRANSFER ROOM - SAME TIME 77

The transfer room attendants on the Orleair homeship

continue to get Cytob ready for upload.

Across the room, other GLASS TUBES immediately activate and

their occupants, including Orleair Soldier #4, rise up.

Cytob looks at the attendant.

CYTOB

Get me back there!

BACK TO:

78 INT. SPORTS EQUIPMENT BUILDING - MORNING 78

The Redheaded Woman finishes the wristband repair.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Done. We’re safe for now.

She leans her back against the wall and closes her eyes.

REDHEADED WOMAN(CONT’D)

That was an extremely stupid thing

you kids just did...

(CONTINUED)
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(beat)

...but I am glad you did.

BRADEN

Are you going to fill us in about

what is going on?

The Redheaded Woman opens her eyes.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Your school sits on top of a

dimensional doorway located under

the football field. It is connected

to a different universe.

JAMES

No really. What is going on?

REDHEADED WOMAN

The truth is hard to believe

sometimes. Look at what is

happening. How does a dimensional

doorway not make sense?

JAMES

She has a point.

REDHEADED WOMAN

I have been here guarding the

doorway and waiting for the Orleair

to show up.

FLASHBACK TO:

79 EXT. PORTAL WORLD - DAY 79

The Orleair and the Morocks attack innocent beings on an

alien planet.

REDHEADED WOMAN (V.O.)

The Orleair are the same creatures

who are trying to exterminate you

now. They are a conquering race

with no interest in negotiation.

They only seek in obtaining

knowledge and destroying.

What appears to be a waterfall SIMMERS by itself in a barren

field. Images flash, sometimes fast, of different locations.

(CONTINUED)
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REDHEADED WOMAN (V.O.)

A doorway was discovered by the

Orleair on an extinct world created

by a forgotten race.

A large red SUN is shown with a PLANET and two MOONS.

REDHEADED WOMAN (V.O.)

Essentially, the entire planet is

the engine powering the doorway.

The doorway reveals images of other landscapes.

REDHEADED WOMAN (V.O.)

The doorway engine punches

wormholes into different planes of

existence. However, certain

conditions are required for the

doorway to open. When those

conditions are met, a key is

needed.

The Itlam is shown glowing a bright blue and being raised by

a robed priest.

REDHEADED WOMAN (V.O.)

What you think is a meteorite, is

actually a key called an Itlam.

Only the Itlam can open the

doorway.

The Redheaded Woman is standing in front of a SHIMMERING

doorway portal. Orleair soldiers and Cytob are facing

her. She holds the Itlam in front of the doorway.

REDHEADED WOMAN (V.O.)

The Orleair were planning onn using

the Itlam and conquer your world.

The Redheaded Woman throws the Itlam into the portal doorway

and jumps after it disappearing in a flash of colors.

REDHEADED WOMAN (V.O.)

I didn’t want to take that chance

so I threw the Itlam into the

doorway and jumped in before it

closed.

BACK TO:
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80 INT. SPORTS EQUIPMENT BUILDING 80

Braden, James and Rebecca are fully entranced by the

Redheaded Woman’s story.

JAMES

Just like in Star Trek.

REDHEADED WOMAN

I am familiar with what you’re

referring.

REBECCA

Now, which one of the monsters are

the Orleair?

REDHEADED WOMAN

The humanoids with the waxy looking

skin. What you see are only shells

housing their consciousness. They

are a space based race having

destroyed their homeworld. The real

creatures are safe aboard a vessel

orbiting your planet. Your

atmosphere is poisonous to them.

JAMES

And the tentacle creatures?

REDHEADED WOMAN

Morocks. Manufactured clones.

Stupid, but deadly.

REBECCA

What are you?

REDHEADED WOMAN

I’m a Yarvarian.

REBECCA

You look just like us.

JAMES

How long have you been guarding

this doorway?

REDHEADED WOMAN

A long time.

JAMES

Years?

(CONTINUED)
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REDHEADED WOMAN

Yes.

REBECCA

What have you been doing for all

that time?

REDHAIRED WOMAN

Since my time here, I’ve grown to

love this planet and the simple

things it offers. Your felines,

going to the movies and apples. I

really love apples.

JAMES

Okay. My mind is blown.

BRADEN

Why don’t you just close the

doorway?

REDHEADED WOMAN

I can’t. It can never be turned

off.

BRADEN

Why don’t you just go back through

the doorway.

REDHEADED WOMAN

It doesn’t work that way. It’s

basically like a honeycomb. The

entry point is fixed, but the exit

points are always changing. If I

were to go through the doorway now,

I could end up in an entirely

different place. Getting back to

the fixed point is basically

impossible until both planets are

realigned.

BRADEN

Have other monsters come through

the doorway?

REDHEADED WOMAN

Yes.

JAMES

What happens then?

(CONTINUED)
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REDHEADED WOMAN

I kill them.

The kids say nothing.

REDHEADED WOMAN

It keeps me occupied.

JAMES

Badass.

REBECCA

Why hasn’t anyone rescued us?

REDHEADED WOMAN

The Oleair has your school and a

surrounding area held in what is

essentially a time envelope.

BRADEN

That explains why everything is

frozen on the outside.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Exactly. We are moving at a high

rate of speed in comparison to

outside the envelope. What is a

minute outside, can be half a day

in here. No one outside notices

anything.

The Redheaded Woman gets up and starts searching around the

building.

She looks in a closet and finds a roll of ATHLETIC TAPE, a

bag of unused plastic EASTER EGGS and three super squirter

WATER GUNS.

She hands everything to Braden.

BRADEN

What are these doing in here?

REDHEADED WOMAN

I don’t know, but we can use them.

The Redhaired Woman points to James.

CAFETERIA LADY

Start filling those water guns with

the acetic acid.

James takes the water guns and does what he is told.

(CONTINUED)
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The Redheaded Woman’s earpiece crackles to life.

CUT TO:

81 INT. SCHOOL GYMNASIUM 81

KYTACK

I know who you are. I have to

admit, your persistence is...

admirable. We have the Itlam now.

You will immediately surrender or

the remaining children you love so

well will cease to exist.

BACK TO:

82 INT. SPORTS EQUIPMENT BUILDING 82

The Redheaded Woman looks over at Braden, James and Rebecca

and taps her earpiece.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Here is food for thought. I would

suggest you leave my kids alone.

The Redheaded Woman taps the earpiece and cuts it off.

REBECCA

Did they just talk to you?

REDHEADED WOMAN

We need to go.

The Redheaded Woman starts to head out the door.

REDHEADED WOMAN (CONT’D)

Now if everybody stays close to me

and you’ll live.

She looks at James.

REDHEADED WOMAN (CONT’D)

Don’t forget the backpack and those

water guns.

JAMES

Why am I the pack mule?

Everyone runs out the door.
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83 EXT. SCHOOL GROUNDS - DAY 83

The Redheaded Woman leads the kid around to the back of the

school.

They encounter a line Morocks heading into the school.

The Redheaded Woman motions for everyone to duck down a

maintenance shed.

REBECCA

What is going on?

REDHEADED WOMAN

Take a look at their skin. It’s

drying out.

BRADEN

They’re heading to the pool.

REDHEADED WOMAN

I got an idea. Stay here.

The Redheaded Woman opens the maintenance shed door.

She returns with a GAS CAN and three super squirter WATER

GUNS.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Let’s go.

The Redheaded Woman and her sidekicks go into the school.

84 INT. POOL - DAY 84

The Redheaded Woman, Braden, James and Rebecca hide behind

some bleachers.

Morocks slither into the pool.

JAMES

That is very gross.

REDHEADED WOMAN

We’re safe for the moment. When the

skin of a Morock gets dry, they

almost become incapacitated.

She looks at James.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Still got those eggs?

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES

Yes.

REDHAIRED WOMAN

Start taking those plastic eggs,

fill them with a little gasoline

and close them. Like this.

CLOSE ON:

The Redhaired Woman as she opens a plastic Easter egg, pours

a little gas into one-half and closes it with the other

half.

BRADEN

And then what?

REDHEADED WOMAN

We’ll have some fun.

85 EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD - DAY 85

Kytack looks onto the football field. He is holding the

Itlam.

Orleair soldiers make their way out of the portal doorway in

the ground.

SOLDIER #5

The doorway alignment to the Portal

World should be open for another 3

quadrants.

Kytack doesn’t say anything.

KYTACK

Why haven’t you found her?

Kytack makes direct eye contact with the soldier and grabs

him.

SOLDIER #5

Sir. We are close. The Morocks need

liquid replenishment and have begun

to do so in shifts. She will be

found.

A brief explosion is heard at the school.

KYTACK

Find out what that is now!
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86 INT. POOL - DAY 86

The Redheaded Woman holding her GRILL LIGHTER runs back to

the kids who finish throwing the gasoline filled eggs into

the pool.

The surface of the pool is covered in fire.

Morocks writhe in pain and die.

REBECCA

What do we do with the rest of the

eggs?

REDHEADED WOMAN

Bring them.

87 EXT. GYMNASIUM - DAY 87

The Redheaded Woman goes to the door and starts to kick it

open, but stops. She checks and finds the door is open.

REBECCA

Where does that go?

BRADEN

The rafters of the gym.

REDHEADED WOMAN

I’m going in to check things out.

The Redheaded Woman goes inside the building.

88 INT. GYMNASIUM RAFTERS 88

The Redheaded Woman makes her way into the scaffolding

walkway of the gym. On the floor below, she sees a GROUP OF

KIDS huddled together guarded by Morocks.

Two Orleair soldiers put together a transmitting dish.

Kytack and Cytob are in deep discussion.

Cytob’s head is severely damaged.

The Redheaded Woman taps the earpiece to listen to the

conversation.

KYTACK

Now that we have the Itlam, the

doorway can permanently be held

open.

Kytack looks at Cytob.

(CONTINUED)
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KYTACK

You did good my friend. This world

will be renamed in your honor. I

will personally see to it.

Braden, James and Rebecca climb up the ladder.

REDHEADED WOMAN

I’m going down. When you see me

motion to you, start spraying that

acetic acid everywhere.

Braden, James and Rebecca all nod in agreement

The Redheaded Woman makes her way down the scaffolding to

the gym floor below.

BRADEN

This is going to be interesting.

89 INT. SCHOOL GYMNASIUM 89

The Redheaded Woman climbs down a ladder to the top of the

bleachers and casually walks down to the floor.

Kytack and Cytob have their backs turned to the group, but

quickly turn around when the Morocks begin yelling.

Kytack looks over an Orleair soldier and motions to it with

his finger.

The soldier flips a switch on a box connected to a small

dish. Sounds waves branch out.

KYTACK

How abrasive of you Vahlandria.

Yes, I know who you are.

Cytob instantly gets in front of his leader.

CYTOB

She is here just as you predicted.

KYTACK

Of course!

The Cafeteria Lady taps her earpiece and takes it off.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Smart. You’ve activated a universal

translator field.

(CONTINUED)
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KYTACK

It’s much easier communicating this

way don’t you agree?

Kytack taps Cytob and moves him to the side.

KYTACK (CONT’D)

It took us some time getting back

to this planet. We know it was you

who sabotaged our ship. Our

mission. It’s okay. We can play

your game.

REDHEADED WOMAN

My family was murdered by your

kind. My people wiped from

existence. You have no right coming

here. There is nothing for you.

KYTACK

Oh, you’re wrong. This planet is

abundant with a resource we’ve

discovered a need. 8 billion

resources.

REDHEADED WOMAN

I won’t let you harm these people.

KYTACK

(laughing)

Is that humor? Still trying to

understand the difference between

humor and sarcasm. I much prefer

sarcasm.

Cytob walks forward pulling a DART PROJECTILE WEAPON from

his belt.

The Redheaded Woman pushes a button sequence on her

bracelet. Her hand GLOWS. She points her fist at Cytob and a

LIGHT BEAM hits him squarely in the chest.

Cytob points his weapon at the Redheaded Woman and shoots a

DART PROJECTILE at her.

The Redheaded Woman raises her arm in defense. The

projectile hits her bracelet and EXPLODES.

Cytob falls to his knees.

Kytack drops the Itlam.

The Redheaded Woman immediately rolls and grabs the device.

(CONTINUED)
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CYTOB

Give me the device now!

REDHEADED WOMAN

I couldn’t agree more.

The Redheaded Woman points up to the gym rafters.

90 INT. GYMNASIUM RAFTERS 90

JAMES

I thinks she is signaling us.

BRADEN

Start spraying!

Braden and James and Rebecca begin shooting the water guns

filled with acetic acid.

Acid splashes everywhere burning the skin of the few

remaining Morocks.

KYTACK

Toys? You’re trying to defeat us

using toys?

REDHEADED WOMAN

No, but it is time for a barbecue.

Eastern style. Try that

for sarcasm.

The Redheaded Woman looks up at Rebecca.

Rebecca throws down the remaining gasoline filled eggs.

The Redheaded Woman takes the grill lighter from her belt,

flicks it on and throws it on the floor.

She runs for cover behind some bleachers.

The gasoline explodes.

Morocks catch fire.

Humanoids catch fire.

The Redheaded Woman rolls out from the bleachers and begins

throwing knives at the remaining aliens, not on fire.

Kytack is on the ground clutching at the knife embedded in

it’s plastic flesh.

The Redheaded Woman has one knife left. She puts it in her

cutlery belt.

(CONTINUED)
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REDHEADED WOMAN

Your technology may not be as

advanced as the earth people, but

it’s their simplicity that will

overcome you.

The Redheaded Woman takes the device from her hairnet and

shows it to Kytack. Teasing him.

She raises it above her head.

KYTACK

We have learned a lot from our

short time here. We know what makes

this culture tick. We know their

defensive capabilities which is

basically... you. I also have a

secret.

The Redheaded Woman lowers the device and listens.

KYTACK

I know what you are planning to do.

I remember.

REDHEADED WOMAN

What are you talking about?

KYTACK

(laughing)

You don’t know, do you? That’s

okay. The reset won’t be long.

We’ll just upload ourselves back

into our bodies and will return

another day once the doorway

realigns.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Explain to me. What do you mean I

don’t remember?

KYTACK

Unlike all the other creepy crawly

things which will walk out of the

doorway, we will remember this day.

That knowledge alone will make us

much more dangerous.

The Redheaded Woman looks around her.

All of the aliens are dead.

The kids who were hostages begin picking themselves up and

supporting each other.

(CONTINUED)
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She looks up into the gym rafters.

Braden, James and Rebecca smile and wave.

The Redheaded Woman brushes back the red curls hanging in

front of her face and for the first time smiles.

CYTOB (O.S.)

I detest you!

Cytob raises a DART WEAPON at her.

The Redheaded Woman instantly throws her last KNIFE into

Cytob’s throat and he falls down.

Kytack gets up and charges towards the Cafeteria Lady.

KYTACK

Nooooo! Give me the Itlam!

The Redheaded Woman chuckles and SMASHES the device onto the

gymnasium floor.

The Itlam breaks open.

An ENERGY WAVE emanates outwards resulting in a flash of

blinding light.

91 INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - MORNING 91

The Redheaded Woman is back in the cafeteria serving food to

the students. Nothing has happened. No aliens, no device, no

explosions. Everything is as it once was that same morning.

She looks up at the clock as it ticks to 8:05.

The Driver’s Education class proceeds to walk into the

cafeteria and take their seats.

Suddenly, Phillip, Timothy, Samuel and Michael walk into the

cafeteria as if it were a normal morning and sit down.

Jessica walks over and kisses Phillip.

BRADEN (O.S.)

I’ll take some those grits please

minus the alien invasion.

The Redheaded Woman looks down and sees Braden, James and

Rebecca standing in front of her.

(CONTINUED)
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BRADEN

What happened?

JAMES

Yeah. It’s like deja vu.

REDHEADED WOMAN

(confused)

Excuse me?

BRADEN

We remember everything.

REBECCA

Why am I wearing my same clothes?

REDHEADED WOMAN

Keep your voice down.

The Redheaded Woman puts the serving spoon down and motions

for the kids to sit with her at a table.

REDHEADED WOMAN

What do you remember?

BRADEN

A bright flash after you smashed

the Itlam.

JAMES

The same.

REBECCA

A bright flash and then I was here.

REDHEADED WOMAN

You three touched the Itlam.

BRADEN

Yes. Of course.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Who else?

BRADEN

A lot of people have held it.

JAMES

Us three. Mr. Bullock and Principal

Jones.

(CONTINUED)
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REDHEADED WOMAN

That’s all?

JAMES

I’m not sure. You think it has

something to do with repeating this

day?

REDHEADED WOMAN

I made a horrible mistake.

REBECCA

What do you mean mistake?

REDHEADED WOMAN

The device may have changed your

DNA. You perceive things

differently now.

BRADEN

How about those assholes?

Branden points to Phillip and the gang.

BRADEN (CONT’D)

Didn’t they go missing?

REDHEADED WOMAN

It seems our point in time was

reset. The day you remember no

longer exists. Everyone who was

injured and killed has been rest.

REBECCA

Can we just go home?

The school VIOLENTLY SHAKES.

Power goes out.

The backup generator comes on.

The school alarm comes on.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Hold on.

The Redheaded Woman gets up from the table and looks out the

window.

CLOSE ON:

People noticing things have frozen in place off school

grounds.

(CONTINUED)
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Braden, James and Rebecca join her at the window.

REDHEADED WOMAN

I’m afraid we are still stuck in

the time envelope.

REBECCA

If we’re repeating a day, so should

the Itlam.

BRADEN

Yes! We go get it and fix this.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Possibly. It should be back in

possession of your science teacher.

REBECCA

My family.

The Redheaded Woman looks at Rebecca.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Your family is safe. They’re not

aware of what is going on. I

promise, I will get you out.

The Redheaded Woman looks at all three.

REDHEADED WOMAN

I will get all of you out.

The student named William runs into the cafeteria from the

hallway SCREAMING.

WILLIAM

There are octopus creatures out

there!

Rebecca reaches into her book bag.

REBECCA

You’re going to need this.

Rebecca hands the Cafeteria Lady an apple.

For the second time since being on Earth, the Redheaded

Woman smiles.

REDHEADED WOMAN

Come on kids. We have work to do.
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92 INT. CONVENIENCE STORE - MORNING 92

The Bearded Man stands behind the counter and stares at the

front entrance.

He looks at a CLOCK hanging on the wall behind him.

CLOSE ON

The clock as it ticks to 8:11 am.

The Bearded Man takes a MARKER marks through the previous

day.

CLOSE ON:

The calendar showing the current day being Tuesday, March

6th, 2018.

A TELEVISION on the counter is on.

CLOSE ON:

Television morning news. A reporter is standing in front of

a destroyed building. The graphic MAY DAY DISASTER is on the

screen.

REPORTER

Today marks the one year

anniversary of the strange incident

that occurred at Havensburg High

School.

The news camera pans to the side and shows Havensburg High

School in ruins.

A metal fence cordons off the entire school grounds.

Soldiers guard the outer perimeter.

REPORTER

Although there are rumors and

conspiracy theories, no one has

come forward to say what happened

here. The most popular theory is it

was a government project that got

out of control. Why the government

would have such a project on school

grounds is not known. Scientists

from NASA insist it could have been

a rare event where the Earth’s

tectonic plates sent an

electromagnetic pulse upwards out

of the ground and destroyed the

school.

(CONTINUED)
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The reporter walks a few feet and stops at a MEMORIAL WALL

with names and pictures of the missing.

REPORTER (CONT’D)

130 students and faculty were

pronounced missing on that day No

bodies were ever recovered.

The Bearded Man opens a drawer and looks in it.

CLOSE ON:

An Orleair PROJECTILE WEAPON.

The Bearded Man closes the drawer and cuts off the

television.

FADE OUT.

THE END


